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The right time and
the right price.

The most important aspects for any listing strategy are timing and price.
Timing should take into account both the time of year (spring and fall are the best times of

year to list) as well as more local factors like current competition or recent sales. Listing after a
record sale can help take advantage of the interest generated by the previous listing. Listing

while another competing property is on the market has it's advantages and disadvantages. If

your property is superior to the other property, you can take advantage of increased exposure,
however if your property is inferior and you are looking for a similar price, it may be better to
wait for the other property to sell so that you are the only option on the market.

Pricing is also an important aspect to get right with your listing. Offer nights allow you to list
lower than your expected price in order to generate as much interest as possible in order to
potentially drive the price up during a bidding way. By listing low, it also creates price

uncertainly which often times leads to both Realtors and buyers having to guess a sales price

which can lead to a higher price. In this scenario you can always relist later on at a higher price
if the property doesn't sell on offer night without a significant penalty against the property.

If you decide to not hold an offer night, a more accurate listing price should be decided on. This
price should be based on reasonable comparables. Listing too high will lead to lower interest in
the property. Listing too low should lead to more interest an potentially more offers. Listing too

high is often to biggest danger with a listing, as price deductions can lead to a negative stigma
for your property.

So, should you do an offer night? The first thing to review is what other similar listings are

having success with in your area. If properties are sitting for weeks or months in your area then

an offer night may not be the right strategy. If the market is hot and listings are moving quickly,
an offer night often represents the best opportunity to generate a bidding war that can lead to

a high price for your listing. It is important to understand that offer nights don't always lead to a
sale and that's ok. Relisting at a higher price has not penalized our clients in the past and the
risk is often worth the reward.
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Preparation lays the
foundation for success.

Does home staging work? Oh you bet it does. At Blue Elephant our sales numbers speak for

themselves and staging is a major part of our success. While we have always outperformed the
market when it comes to our sales stats, our numbers really started to explode when we

introduced home staging as a standard for our listings. In 2018 our listings sold 10% higher and
60% faster than the local averages, which represented a 5% increase from the previous year.

Now not all staging is equal and working with a team that has a history of record setting prices
is the easiest way to know what works... and that's us!

Staging not only helps when people tour the property but it also helps improve the quality of
your photography and videos, which are really the most critical aspects for any listing. In

today's digital world, photos are the first interaction that potential purchasers have with your
property. The better your photos the more clicks you will get on Realtor.ca and other internet
portals, the better our online ads will perform and the more interaction we will have on our

email blasts. People's time is precious and buyers will often rule a property in or out before they
ever see it based on the photos.

Last but certainly not least, make sure to take advantage of any updates and or upgrades that
are within your level of comfort. There are many items in your property that can have a very

positive return on investment for a very low cost. Painting is always the most obvious and can
really make a space feel new and fresh. Other simple upgrades can include new appliances,

painting dated kitchen cabinets and rerouting or tiling a bathroom. The number of $10,000 Ikea
kitchen upgrades that have returned $50,000 for clients is pretty much endless in this city. It's
important to understand your options and take advantage of your opportunities to maximize
your return on investment.
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Promotion lets the world
know about your listing.

More than 90% of buyers find their property online... so that's where you need to be strongest.

Facebook and Instagram are no longer just places to go to look at photos. Instagram has over
one billion daily active users, who spend an average of more than 30 minutes per day on the

platform. As an advertiser our goal is to get our message in front of our audience wherever they
spend their time, and in today's day and age that is Instagram and Facebook. At the point you

should have stunning photos of your staged and upgraded property ready to go to advertise on
these channels. You can then target potential buyers based on location, age and their recent
internet browsing interests in order to get your property in front of the highest number of

qualified buyers. If you are a real pro, you should take advantage of "retargetting" which allows

you to continue to deliver ads to people who have clicked on your property wherever they go on
the internet. This is a powerful way of keeping your property top of mind.

Of course, you should also keep in mind that more than 90% of sales come from working with

an outside or "co-operating" Realtor. Listing on MLS is the first step to ensuring that Realtors are
aware of your property. Having said that, the best promotional plan does not rely on MLS alone.
Many Realtors are part time and even when they have active buyers are not proactive about

stating on top of the market. At Blue Elephant we take our Realtor promotion a couple of steps

farther by running targeted ads on social media directly to Realtors (in the same way they we

also target buyers...just different.) We also have built a list of every active Realtor on the Toronto
Real Estate Board (all 50,000 of them) that we share your listing with via email. This complete
plan ensures that we get the absolute most exposure for your property.

Last but not least, as a client of a Blue Elephant agent you get the added bonus of the

combined networks and advertising budgets of more than 100 local Realtors. Unlike most big

box brokerages at Blue Elephant we all cross promote and advertise each others listings. We are
know for our online and digital expertise and this leads to massive, massive exposure for each

and every one of our clients. This is an advantage that no one Realtor can provide alone and is
a major differentiator when listing your property with us!
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Calm and cool negotiating
seals the deal.

There is a saying in the real estate industry, "Realtors always get the most for their properties."

This isn't because we take all the good clients to our own listings, it's because we aren't looking
over our shoulders worried about getting fired. The reason that's important is because we stay
calm and stick to our guns when it comes to price.

A property is often your most valuable asset and maximizing that return is critical. If you have

properly prepared your property for success and are asking a reasonable price for it, it will sell
in a reasonable amount of time and sometimes that isn't in a week or two.

In addition to remaining patient and calm, understanding how to leverage interest in your

property is critical to selling for the highest possible price. Whether you are looking to squeeze
as much out of a bully or pre-emptive offer as possible, or working competing offers against

one another, your ability to expertly negotiate can lead to tens of thousands of extra dollars on
your sales price.

What is important to note is that sometimes your first offer IS your best offer. Don't always

assume just because you receive a fast offer on your property that it isn't a good one. The most
interested buyers will often wait for their perfect property to hit the market and they will move
quickly to secure it. These types of buyers are often the ones willing to pay the most for your
property. This is where truly understanding the value of your property comes into play.
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Pick up the phone and
call us!

We combine incredible service with leading edge
advertising technology to sell better.
Full service selling from start to finish.
We've built our reputation on providing unforgettable services to our sellers. We help prepare and
promote properties in ways that few in the industry can match and our results and our client

testimonials are a testament to our achievements. When you work with us we've got your back!

Incredible advertising using cutting edge technology.
We are truly modern marketing experts...the Blue Elephant marketing team is known for being

leaders and thought providers in the industry and they work on every single Blue Elephant listing.
Between our extensive database and our online ads, your property will be viewed by tens of
thousands of quality leads.

Results that speak for themselves.
When it comes to selling real estate, the numbers don't lie. When you combine our preparation

services with our advertising expertise it leads to exceptional results. We have sold properties in

virtually every neighbourhood and price range in Toronto around the GTA and have set dozens of
pricing records along the way.

Next
Steps

Our Selling Services Include
Full Home Staging
From simple decluttering and accessorizing
to full on furniture replacement and
contracting work...we help our clients prepare
their home so that they can maximize their
return. It's not hard to tell when you see a
Blue Elephant property...they are the ones
that you want yours to look like.

Promotional Material
Photos and video are critical to
generating exposure for your property
and greatly impact the effectiveness of
our online ads. We utilize every medium
including photos, 360 virtual tours, videos,
drone footage and more.

Advertising With Massive Reach
We don't simply rely on Realtor.ca when we sell properties. We are online advertising experts
and we get your property in front of tens of thousands of qualified buyers using the latest
advertising technologies. We also have a massive database of buyers and Realtors who we
share every one of our properties with. It's a process that leads to incredible results.

Our Results
Year after year our sales simply outperform our peers. Our process
consistently leads to outstanding results that literally puts tens and hundreds
of thousands of dollars in our clients pockets. In 2018 our listings sold...

8%
Higher

55%
Faster

higher than the local averages

The secret is
simple
Just hire us.
urburbia.ca/sell
416-799-9632

